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Half-doped Pr1-xSrxCoO3 (x=0.5) displays anomalous magnetism most notably manifest in the 

field-cooled magnetization versus temperature curves under different applied cooling fields.  

Recently, an explanation was put forth that a magnetocrystalline anisotropy transition driven by a 

structural transition at 120K is the cause this behavior. In this paper, we further elucidate the 

nature of the magnetic anisotropy across this low temperature phase transition in this material by 

means of transverse susceptibility (TS) measurements performed using a self-resonant tunnel 

diode oscillator. TS scans as a function of field clearly reveal peaks associated with the 

anisotropy and switching fields. When peak placement is examined as a function of temperature 

around 120K, the signature of an FM-FM phase transition is evident as a sharp feature in HK and 

a corresponding cusp in HS.  A new TS peak (not yet observed in other classes of magnetic 

oxides such as manganites and spinel ferrites) is correlated with the crossover field of the 

unusual M(T) behavior, and we demonstrate how TS peak magnitude can indicate easy axis 

switching in polycrystalline samples. Our results further confirm that TS can provide new 

insights into the magnetic behavior of complex oxides.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Complex oxides of the general form Ln1-xAExTMO3 (Ln= Lanthanide,  AE = Alkaline-

Earth, TM = Transition Metal) have drawn intense interest from the magnetic community in 

recent years due to their unique properties such as charge ordering [1-3], structural transitions 

including Jahn-Teller distortion [4, 5], unusual magnetic and spin-flip transitions [6, 7], 

multiferroicity [8, 9], and magnetoelectronic phase separation [10, 11].  This makes them 

relevant in almost every area of magnetism including magnetoresistive sensors [12], spintronics 

due to their high spin polarization [13, 14], and magnetic refrigeration because of the large 

magnetocaloric effects they display [15, 16]. 

Until recently, the discussion associated with these perovskites has been largely 

dominated by the manganites (TM = Mn) because they have been known to exhibit all of these 

properties due to the interplay between charge, spin, lattice, and orbital degrees of freedom 

present leading to multiple ground states and transitions [17, 18].  But the relatively less-studied 

cobaltites (TM = Co) present interesting characteristics as well, perhaps the most well-known 

being the spin-state transition in LaCoO3 [19-21].  Co substituted into the TM site leads to an 

additional spin-state degree of freedom due to similar crystal field and Hund’s rule exchange 

energies.  This along with a significantly larger magnetocrystalline anisotropy makes studying 

cobaltites intriguing both for fundamental physics and device applications in which manipulation 

of the anisotropy is desirable.   
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Half-doped Pr1-xSrxCoO3 (x=0.5) is known to exhibit particularly unusual magnetic 

behavior that is not consistent with phase transitions often seen in manganites and other complex 

oxide systems [22-26].  The field-cooled magnetization versus temperature profiles are the best 

example; at low cooling fields the magnetization first increases with decreasing temperature and 

then abruptly decreases with further decrease in temperature at around 120K (henceforth TA).  

However with larger applied cooling fields, the magnetization first increases with decreasing 

temperature and then increases even more sharply at temperatures lower than TA.  The field-

dependent M(T) behavior crosses over from decreasing below TA to increasing below TA at a 

field of around 75 mT, which we will refer to as Hcr. At cooling fields in which the 

magnetization is saturated, no anomaly is observed in the M(T). Figure 1 illustrates this 

phenomenon by showing field-cooled magnetization versus temperature for low cooling field (1 

mT, 1a) intermediate cooling field (0.1 T, 1b) and saturated cooling field (5 T, 1c).  Note that the 

decrease (increase) in magnetization upon cooling in low (high) field is manifest as a gradual 

change in curvature starting at around TA and persists well into the low temperature regime. 

In order to understand this paradoxical behavior, systematic studies were recently 

undertaken to rule out the phase transitions most routinely associated with perovskites such as 

charge ordering, antiferromagnetic ordering, or spin-flip transitions [27]. It was conclusively 

shown that all the observed behavior can be explained by a ferromagnetic to ferromagnetic (FM-

FM) transition resulting from a small structural change which drives a transition in the 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Interestingly, this structural transition does not cause a change in 

crystal symmetry (both above and below TA Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3 is monoclinic with space group I2/a) 

and the overall volume of the unit cell remains largely unaltered. However the a and b lattice 
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parameters undergo significant changes of +1.15% and -1.10% respectively upon cooling 

through the 120K transition, which alters the spin-orbital coupling via Pr-O hybridization and 

thus appears as a transition in the  magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The result is two ferromagnetic 

phases consisting of a lower anisotropy phase (labeled FM1) at low temperature and a higher 

anisotropy phase (labeled FM2) at intermediate temperatures between TA and TC (TC ~230K for 

Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3). Each of the two phases has distinct anisotropy features, which is the focus of the 

results presented in this paper.   

Because this FM-FM transition is not clearly seen in transport measurements and 

traditional magnetometry measurements shed limited light on the nature of the 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy, we assert that the transverse susceptibility (TS) measurement 

technique – a reliable direct probe of the anisotropy and switching fields of a material – is 

extremely well-suited to explore this particular structure-driven magnetocrystalline anisotropy 

transition.  We will also show that even Hcr is manifest in the transverse susceptibility profile and 

more readily quantifiable using this method. 

Besides the drastic change in magnitude of the anisotropy of Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3 across TA 

directly probed by TS experiments, we show that the changing magnitude of the directional- and 

field-dependent susceptibilities (HAC perpendicular to HDC and HAC parallel to HDC) also reveal 

the change in direction of the anisotropy. This is fully consistent with Lorentz microscopy [24] 

and traditional magnetometry [25] studies on single crystals of Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3 showing that there 

is a change in direction of the anisotropy vector with the easy axis of magnetization rotating from 

[110] at higher temperatures to [100] at low temperature. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Bulk, polycrystalline samples of Pro.5Sr0.5CoO3 were made according to the procedure 

outlined in reference [27]. In short, stoichiometric quantities of Pr2O3, SrCO3, and Co3O4 were 

reacted at 1000°C for 7 days with several intermediate grindings followed by cold pressing, 

sintering at 1200°C for 1 day, and slow cooling (1°C/min) to room temperature. Extensive 

structural analysis, transport measurements and magnetic properties measurements were also 

carried out and discussed in reference [27].   

Transverse susceptibility measurements were performed using a self-resonant tunnel 

diode oscillator with a resonant frequency of 12 MHz and sensitivity on the order of 10 Hz [28]. 

The tunnel diode oscillator is housed outside of a commercial Physical Properties Measurement 

System (PPMS, Quantum Design [29]) which serves to modulate the applied DC magnetic field 

(μ0H up to ±7 T) as well as the measurement temperature (2K < T < 300K).  The sample goes 

into the inductance coil of the tank circuit which is integrated into the PPMS such that the 

perturbing RF magnetic field inside the coil (μ0HAC ~ 1 mT) is oriented perpendicular to the 

superconducting magnet. The transverse susceptibility (TS) measurement for a given 

temperature is performed by monitoring the change in the resonant frequency of the circuit as the 

DC field is swept from positive saturation to negative saturation and then back to positive 

(bipolar scan). Because the change in frequency of the circuit is a direct consequence of the 

change in inductance as the sample inside is magnetized, the quantity Δf is directly proportional 

to Δ χT.  We are therefore most interested in the quantity  



 

as a function of HDC where  is the transverse susceptibility at the saturating field Hsat. In 

accordance with Aharoni et al.’s theoretical predictions [30] we then see maxima in the TS scan 

at the positive and negative anisotropy fields of the material, ±HK, and one at the switching field, 

HS for a unipolar sweep of the DC field from positive to negative saturation. This technique has 

been used with great success to examine the anisotropic magnetic properties of a variety of 

systems from multilayered thin films [31] to single crystals [32] and nanoparticles [33, 34]. 

However it also lends itself particularly well to the rich physics involved in complex oxide 

systems to examine the unusual magnetic behavior often seen in manganites [28, 32, 35, 36] and, 

as we show here, cobaltites. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

TS measurements were performed on a polycrystalline Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3 sample at a number 

of temperatures to examine the temperature dependence of the anisotropic features across the 

120K transition. Figure 2 shows bipolar TS scans of Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3 taken at four representative 

temperatures: 20K (2a), 95K (2b), 110K (2c), and 225K (2d). Arrows have been inserted into 

figure 2c to indicate the sequence of measurement and the peaks discussed below have been 

labeled in figure 2a. The broader, high-field peaks seen on either side of μ0H=0 closest to 

saturation are the anisotropy peaks indicating the anisotropy field, ±HK. The broad nature of the 

anisotropy peak can also ascribed to distribution in the anisotropy axis in polycrystalline 
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samples.  Frequently, in physical systems that deviate from the theoretical conditions outlined in 

TS models and predictions, the HK peaks are not located symmetrically about μ0H = 0, differing 

both in magnitude and applied field value (i.e. +HK ≠ -HK).  In all such cases -HK is smaller in 

magnitude but occurs at higher field and is often broader in comparison to the +HK peak.  This 

phenomenon is the subject of a previous study [34] and it is largely accepted that the differences 

in shape and placement of the -HK peak relative to the +HK peak in particulate systems is heavily 

dependent on such factors as inter-particle interactions, both dipolar and exchange in nature, as 

well as anisotropy and switching field distributions. A brief explanation for this is that the first 

anisotropy peak observed occurring after saturation arises under a different free-energy 

landscape than the second peak, which occurs after decreasing μ0H past the switching and 

coercive fields but before saturation in the opposite direction. For this reason, we consistently 

use +HK when referring to the anisotropy field. In the case of Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3, the -HK peak 

changes in shape over the temperature range studied; at low temperatures it is so smeared out as 

to be nearly impossible to determine its value. While we cannot make a direct comparison to the 

case of the particulate systems studied in reference [34], we note that analogous to interacting 

nanoparticle systems, polycrystalline samples experience inter-granular exchange interactions 

and different magnetic environments upon reaching saturation and subsequently passing through 

the coercive field, thus affecting the shape and magnitude of the -HK peak.  In fact it has been 

observed [27] that the small low temperature magnetic susceptibility seen in the magnetizing (M-

H) curves of this system is indicative of poor magnetic coupling between grains, which is also 

very consistent with the -HK shape observed in only weakly-interacting particulate systems. 
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The second peak observed in decreasing the field after positive saturation corresponds to 

the “crossover field”, Hcr. In the introduction section, it was briefly stated that the cooling field 

required to change the shape of the temperature dependent magnetization curve from the drop in 

magnetization (figure 1a) to the increase in magnetization (figure 1b) roughly corresponds to 75 

mT. We can now more precisely define Hcr as that field which separates the lower magnetization 

state from the higher magnetization state for any given temperature occurring below TA and 

manifest as this peak in the TS profile. Since transverse susceptibility is a measure of the field-

derivative of the magnetization, it makes sense that subtle changes in the M(T) curve should 

show up as well-defined peaks in this measurement, again indicating that TS is ideal for 

investigating unusual features in magnetic anisotropy that are not often picked up clearly in 

conventional magnetometry. 

The third peak observed is the prominent switching peak, HS. It is important to note that 

in the transverse susceptibility set-up, the signal is dominated by those crystallites whose easy 

axes of magnetization are perpendicular to the bias DC field. Therefore, the switching peak is not 

correlated simply with the maximum of the derivative of the M-H curve (as is the case for the 

parallel susceptibility measurement), which is a collective response contributed to by all 

crystallites. The parallel susceptibility measurement, (in which HAC || HDC), does give the 

switching field as averaged over the entire sample. The peaks observed under the two different 

geometries therefore will not generally occur at the same field in polycrystalline samples.         

Now that the peaks present have been identified, let us focus on the trends observed for 

the basic shape of the TS profile at the representative temperatures. The TS scans at 20K (figure 
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2a) and 95K (figure 2b) are fully consistent with other systems upon increasing the temperature.  

The anisotropy, switching, and crossover field peaks are sharp and well-defined at 20K.  At 95K, 

the features become slightly more ambiguous and the curve becomes narrower in shape as the 

anisotropy features are shifted to lower fields. Figures 2a and 2b have the same x-axis scale so it 

is easy to see that the overall TS profile has become narrower with increasing temperature. This 

evolution from wide, sharp features to narrower, smaller features has been seen numerous times 

in TS studies of materials as their Curie temperature is approached [31-34]. However, this trend 

does not continue as the temperature increases across TA, as it would if it were approaching a 

phase transition from, for example, an FM to a paramagnetic state. The structural transition is 

rather broad (as evidenced by the M(T) curves) and by 110K (figure 2c) already the TS curve has 

taken on a dramatically different shape than that seen at 95K. The peaks are once again very 

well-defined with features occurring at higher fields than even at lower temperatures. By 225K 

(figure 2d) the curve is once again narrower as the material approaches its Curie temperature 

(230K).  It is interesting to note that by 225K the peak associated with the crossover field is 

gone, as the material has now entered the regime seen in the M(T) curves where the behavior is 

the same regardless of the cooling field. These four curves illustrate that for temperatures 

approaching TA the TS evolves as expected for a material in increasing temperatures approaching 

a Curie temperature, however rather than passing through a Curie temperature, it passes through 

TA, the result of which seems to be that the TS peak shape and width evolution seems to “start 

again” and this time evolve until the Curie temperature is reached. This is direct observation of 

evolution of the effective magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the system as it goes from one FM 

phase into another. 
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This point is more qualitatively illustrated by observing figure 3 in which we have 

superimposed the TS curves for each phase onto two separate plots.  Figure 3a shows the 

temperature evolution of the TS curves for phase FM1 and figure 3b shows the temperature 

evolution of the TS curves for FM2. Unlike in figure 2, the magnitude of the TS signal appears in 

arbitrary units so that all the curves could be fit onto either graph in a manner that still clearly 

showed the features.  What is remarkable is the degree to which the two phases differ in 

appearance. Whereas FM1 has a very well defined +HK peak for all temperatures up to the 

transition and displays the crossover field peak, the FM2 curve is largely dominated by the 

intense switching peak and the anisotropy peak appears much more broad. Separating the curves 

for FM1 and FM2 results in an appearance akin to the comparison of two different materials 

entirely, rather than the comparison of two phases of the same material. This clearly visible 

phase separation, which remains slightly ambiguous in the M(T) and doesn’t exist at all in the 

family of M-H curves, is further indication that the TS measurement is ideal for studying 

anisotropy driven transitions. 

The differences in anisotropy peak, switching peak, and crossover field peak between the 

two phases across the transition TA are quantitatively examined in figure 4, where we present the 

field associated with each of these peaks as a function of temperature. Figure 4a shows the 

anisotropy field (+HK) as a function of temperature where it is conclusively demonstrated that 

the FM2 phase of Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3 has a higher magnetocrystalline anisotropy than the lower 

temperature, FM1 phase. For lower temperatures (T < TA,) the anisotropy field decreases with 

increasing temperature, which is typical of most magnetic systems as the thermal energy begins 

to compete with the anisotropy energy of the system. The structural transition at 120K here 
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appears as a dramatic increase in anisotropy field to values even higher than those seen at the 

lowest temperatures – μ0HK ~ 184 mT at 120K versus ~125 mT at 10K. The sharp change in HK 

at TA is a direct consequence of the coupled structural/magnetocrystalline anisotropy transition 

[27]. After reaching this maximum, HK then slowly decreases again until TC where it goes to 

zero.   

The switching field (HS) is tracked as a function of temperature in figure 4b. Its shape 

closely follows that reported in reference [27] (not shown) for both the coercivity and fraction of 

irreversible magnetization as measured by the first order reversal curve method [37]. This is not 

surprising as all three properties are direct consequences of irreversible hysteretic processes. At 

low temperatures it decreases rapidly until the approach to TA where it experiences an uptick and 

a cusp at 120K and then decreases again until TC.   

Figure 4c shows the evolution of the peak position associated with the crossover field 

(Hcr) as a function of temperature. It has already been discussed that the presence of this peak 

lends insight to the crossover behavior between the two types of anomalous M(T) curves. While 

empirical data suggested this field to be around 75 mT, the temperature dependence of this peak 

reveals that this crossover field is different for different regions of the M(T) plots. Around the 

structural transition, the crossover field is indeed measured by TS to be 75 mT.  However, at 

lower temperatures, the change in shape of the magnetization curves appears to occur at much 

lower fields, around 20 mT, which then increases rapidly with temperature up to TA.  Notice that 

unlike the other two peaks tracked across the transition, this crossover field does go to zero 
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shortly after the transition (rather than at TC), which corresponds to where the M(T) curves 

display qualitatively identical behavior no matter the cooling field.   

In figure 4d we have plotted the magnitude of the susceptibility signal for the switching 

peak as a function of temperature. The solid squares are for the transverse susceptibility scans 

where the phase transition at 120K can be clearly seen as a local minimum between the two 

phases. The open circles are data points taken of the switching peak using the parallel 

susceptibility method, where HAC || HDC. This measurement is performed by simply rotating the 

coil that goes inside the magnet by 90°, so neither the circuit configuration nor the sample 

position within the coil has changed.  As previously mentioned, the signal from the transverse 

susceptibility is dominated by those crystallites in the sample whose hard axes are aligned with 

the DC magnetic field. The parallel susceptibility measurement, basically the derivative of the 

M-H curve, has a signal essentially averaged over all orientations.  It can be seen in figure 4d 

that for FM1 (low temperature phase) the magnitude of the signal obtained in the parallel 

configuration is larger than that obtained in the transverse configuration. This would imply that 

while there is significant signal from crystallites with the easy axis 90° from HDC, the overall 

magnetic susceptibility is dominated by crystallites with their easy axes at angles other than 90° 

to HDC. However, after the transition, while the signal from both orientations increases to that 

above the previous maximum, now the situation is reversed.  The signal is much stronger coming 

from the crystallites with their hard axes along HDC than the average switching peak orientation. 

Since the crystallites themselves are not changing orientation across the transition, their 

magnetization axes must be. This “crossover” behavior (not to be confused with Hcr) adds 

support to the notion that the anisotropy vector changes direction as well as magnitude, due to 
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the transition in a- and b-axis lattice parameters [27]. This is fully consistent with the previous 

observations using Lorentz microscopy [24] and traditional magnetometry [25] on single crystals 

of Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3 that indicate that a change in direction of the anisotropy vector occurs with the 

easy axis of magnetization rotating from [110] at higher temperatures to [100] at low 

temperature. While TS has been used in the past to observe similar reorientation of 

magnetization axis in Cr2O3/CrO2 bilayer thin films [31], this represents the first time TS has 

been used to observe this phenomenon in a polycrystalline sample.   

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have used the transverse susceptibility measurement technique to examine the 

anisotropic magnetic properties of Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3, specifically the structure-driven 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy transition at 120K. We were able to show using this technique that 

the FM-FM phase transition is clearly manifest in the evolution of the anisotropy and switching 

peaks with temperature. The well-documented unusual M(T) behavior, dependent on cooling 

field, is present in the TS as well in form of a sharp peak at the crossover field which disappears 

above TA. Lastly, we showed that the rotation of the easy axis can also be deduced by comparing 

the signal intensity from two different measurement orientations where a crossover behavior is 

observed. Collectively these findings show that transverse susceptibility is a very useful method 

for lending insight into the unusual magnetic behavior of doped perovskites.   
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. Magnetization versus temperature measured upon cooling for several applied fields. (a) 

H=10 Oe where there is a decrease in magnetization with decrease in temperature below 120K. 

(b) H = 1kOe where there is an increase in magnetization with decrease in temperature. The 

120K anomaly is visible. (c) H = 50 kOe where no anomaly can be detected.  

FIG. 2. Bipolar transverse susceptibility scans of Pr0.5Sr0.5CoO3 as a function of applied field for 

20K (a), 95K (b), 110K (c), and 225K.  On 2(a) the arrows indicate the sequence of measurement 

and the anisotropy (HK), crossover (Hcr), and switching (HS) peaks are labeled. 

FIG. 3. Unipolar transverse susceptibility scans for several different temperature plotted on two 

plots depicting the two different ferromagnetic phases ((a) is FM1 and (b) is FM2).  The signal 

intensity appears in arbitrary units as soon of the curves have been shifted upward or downward 

for clarity. 

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the peaks positions in the transverse susceptibility 

measurement. (a) Anisotropy field (+HK) position versus temperature.  (b) Switching field (HS) 

position versus temperature. (c) Crossover field (Hcr) position versus temperature.  All three 

graphs show local maxima at the 120K transition. 

FIG. 5. Switching field peak intensity (Δχ/χ)max as a function of temperature taken using two 

different geometries. The open circles are from parallel susceptibility scans and the solid circles 

are from transverse susceptibility scans. That the relative signal intensities undergo a crossover 

around the transition temperature is an indication that the anisotropy axis rotates during the 

structural transition.      
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